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Abstract

This paper explores the long-run relationships among inflation, capital accumulation and
unemployment. We find that in the U.S. data, inflation and the capital to output ratio are
positively correlated, while in a cross-section of 49 countries, a non-monotonic relationship
exists between inflation and the investment to output ratio. To reconcile these empirical
findings, we propose a general equilibrium framework with frictions in both labor and goods
markets. This framework allows us to highlight the following two channels through which
monetary policy affects capital accumulation: extensive and intensive margins. Due to the
opposing effects on these two margins, our model predicts that an inverted U-shaped re-
lationship exists between inflation and capital in the long run. The nonlinearity identified
by our model strongly contrasts previous findings suggesting either a positive or a negative
correlation between money and capital. Our work provides novel insight into a classical issue.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the inherent links among inflation, unemployment and capital accumulation is a

classic and central issue in macroeconomics. The empirical regularities among these macroeco-

nomic observables deliver mixed results depending on the data used. For instance, during the

period from 1958 to 2004, U.S. data suggest that both capital and unemployment increase with

inflation, while real interest rates are strongly negatively correlated with inflation (Figures A1-

A3).1 This result is in sharp contrast to findings based on cross-sectional data of inflation and

the investment to output ratio (Figure B). In particular, the investment to output ratio increases

with inflation in countries with relatively low inflation. Once inflation rises above a threshold,

the positive relationship between inflation and the investment to output ratio becomes negative.

To reconcile these empirical facts, we propose a general equilibrium framework featuring search

frictions. Our model provides new insight into the underlying mechanisms affecting the relation-

ship between money growth and capital accumulation, and highlights a novel channel, i.e., the

frictional labor market channel, through which inflation affects capital accumulation.

Our paper builds upon the work of Berentsen et al. (2011). Their framework provides an

explicit microfoundation for both money and unemployment, and, thus, serves as a natural envi-

ronment for studying the long-run relationship between monetary policy and labor market out-

comes.2 We deviate from their work by introducing capital as an essential input to production

and considering neoclassical firms and workers who search for counter-parties in both labor and

goods markets. Fiat money serves as a medium of exchange to overcome anonymity in some goods

markets. These features allow us to study the inherent links among unemployment, capital and

inflation.

Within our frictional environment, we generically find that an inverted U-shaped relationship

exists between inflation and capital stock in the long run. The main insight is that inflation

generates two effects on capital through the labor market channel. On the one hand, inflation

reduces the number of firms demanding capital (extensive margin). This effect occurs because

unemployment increases as inflation rises.3 On the other hand, inflation increases each individual

firm’s demand for capital (intensive margin). This effect occurs because with fewer vacancies

relative to unemployed workers, firms can hire workers with a higher probability. Because inflation

effectively reduces the default risk of firms, workers are willing to accept a lower rental rate for

1We refer the reader to the Appendix for a detailed description of the data and the corresponding correlations
depicted in Figures A1 - A3 and Figure B.

2Within the same framework, Gomis-Porqueras et al. (2013) study the optimal and fiscal policies in that
environment.

3Friedman (1977) suggests that there is a positive relationship between inflation and unemployment. Haug and
King (2014) further pursued this issue by empirically testing the proposition that a positive relationship exists
between these two variables in the long run. Using quarterly U.S. data from 1952 to 2010 and a band-pass filter
approach, these authors find strong evidence of a positive relationship in which inflation leads unemployment by 3
to 3.5 years in cycles that last from 8 to 25 years.
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capital, which in turn stimulates individual firm’s capital demand.

Overall, inflation generates both negative and positive effects on aggregate capital demand.

Low inflation results in low unemployment, such that a large proportion of firms in the economy

are active. Therefore, the magnitude of the positive effect on the intensive margin dominates,

reflecting the upward sloping section of the inverted U-shaped relationship. Once inflation (and

thus unemployment) increases beyond a certain threshold, the proportion of active firms decreases

enough such that the negative effect on the extensive margin dominates. Under these circum-

stances, the relationship becomes negative, thus capturing the downward sloping section of the

inverted U-shaped curve. To highlight these opposing effects, we calibrate the model to the U.S.

economy and study the quantitative consequences of changing inflation on capital accumulation,

unemployment, and consumption. Our numerical results suggest that the positive relationship

between capital and inflation becomes negative when annual inflation is approximately 57%. This

finding is consistent with the observed positive relationship in the U.S. as the U.S. has not expe-

rienced such inflation rates in recent history.

There is a long tradition in the theoretical literature that studies the effect of inflation on

an economy’s capital stock.4 The seminal work of Tobin (1965) shows that in economies that

experience high inflation, agents substitute money away from their portfolio into an alternative

asset, that being physical capital. This positive relationship is known as "the Tobin effect".

This type of phenomenon can be obtained when general equilibrium considerations are taken into

account, as in Shi (1999), Lioui and Poncet (2008), Hu and Zhang (2019). Other than Tobin’s

portfolio view of money, Stockman (1981) proposes an alternative framework in which fiat money

is not only an asset but also a medium of exchange through a cash-in-advance constraint. In this

class of models, inflation acts as a tax on agents’holdings of real money balances and thereby

on the capital stock. By reducing equilibrium real balances, it also reduces the rate of capital

accumulation and the steady-state capital stock.

A salient feature of these studies is the conflicting conclusions regarding the effect of inflation on

the capital stock. The resulting predictions are sensitive to the manner in which money is modeled,

for example, as a portfolio asset or as a medium of exchange through a cash-in-advance constraint.

These conflicting predictions are also found in the empirical literature. When low frequency

data are considered, Rapach (2003), Rapach and Wohar (2005) and Ahmed and Rogers (2000)

provide long-run evidence that inflation reduces the real interest rate, thus suggesting a positive

Tobin effect. However, when other frequencies and samples are considered, evidence in favor of

a negative relationship is observed. For instance, Feldstein (1982), Barro (1995), and Byrne and

Davis (2004) provide empirical evidence that inflation decreases investment. One way to reconcile

these different findings is to allow for nonlinearity between inflation and capital accumulation.5 Our

4A comprehensive survey of the theoretical results in this literature is provided by Orphanides and Solow (1990).
5The literature that has studied inflation and economic growth has performed this exercise. For instance,
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paper proposes a general equilibrium framework with frictions that can generate such nonlinearity.

Our paper is closely related to the work of Shi (1999) and Aruoba et al. (2011) in that all

papers study the long-run relationship between money and capital in a frictional environment in

which money is essential. However, there are two main differences. First, there is no labor market

in their models. Inflation affects capital accumulation through households’portfolio decisions,

i.e., the standard Tobin effect. In other words, their papers focus on the intensive margin effect

of money growth on capital. Second, these papers do not investigate the consequences of firm

defaulting in shaping households’portfolio decisions. As we show, this defaulting possibility has

first-order consequences on the supply of capital.

A major contribution of our paper is that it identifies a novel mechanism through which in-

flation can affect capital accumulation, i.e., the labor market channel. This novel mechanism

generates a non-monotonic overall effect of inflation on capital, which contrasts the existing lit-

erature suggesting either a positive or a negative correlation between money and capital. The

non-linearity identified by our framework reconciles the empirical findings.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the economic environ-

ment, while Section 3 characterizes the capital, goods and labor markets. Section 4 defines the

monetary equilibrium and discusses the model’s predictions of the relationships among inflation,

capital and unemployment. Section 5 explores the quantitative implications of our model. The

final section offers some concluding remarks.

2 The Model

Time is discrete and the economy is populated by two types of agents: workers and firms, which are

indexed by h and f , respectively. The measure of infinitely lived workers is one, and the measure

of firms is suffi ciently large, although not all firms will be active at any point in time. Each

period is characterized by three distinct markets in which agents engage in economic activities: a

decentralized labor market (LM), a decentralized specialized goods market (DM), and a centralized

goods market (CM). We assume that the markets open sequentially in each period beginning with

the LM and followed, in turn, by the DM and CM, as shown in Figure 1. All agents discount each

period at rate β ∈ (0, 1). Discounting occurs following CM activity and preceding LM activity.

Fisher (1993) identifies a non-linear relationship between inflation and economic growth. The author finds that low
inflation rates have a positive impact on growth, which turns negative as inflation increases. In the same spirit,
Khan and Senhadji (2001) estimate a threshold of 11% for developing countries where inflation rates above this
threshold are associated with a significant negative effect on growth, while inflation rates below 11% do not have
any significant impact.
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Figure 1: Timeline

L a b o r  m a rk e t
(L M )

D e c e n tra liz e d  m a rk e t
(D M )

C e n tra liz e d  m a rk e t
(C M )

t t+ 1U V W

Workers are hired by firms, lend capital to firms, consume and save. They also own all the firms

in the economy. Firms borrow capital from workers and produce output using labor and capital

while also paying wages, interest (on capital rentals) and dividends to workers. Due to anonymity

and the fact that claims to capital can be easily counterfeited, agents require a means of payment

in the DM. An intrinsically worthless, perfectly divisible and storable object, fiat money, serves

this purpose. The quantity of fiat money per capita at the beginning of period t isMt. We assume

that Mt+1 = (1 + γ)Mt, where γ is the inflation rate between the current and next CM and is

constant. New money is injected by lump-sum transfers to workers in the CM. The price of goods

in terms of money in the CM is pt. We restrict our attention to steady-state equilibria in which

the real value of aggregate money balances Mt/pt is constant, which implies that pt+1 = (1 + γ)pt.

To facilitate exposition, from now on we adopt the following notation: M denotes money balances

at time t, and M̂ represents money balances at time t+ 1, similarly for other observables.

The value functions for the LM, DM and CM are U j
e , V

j
e and W

j
e , respectively. The value

functions depend on the agent type j ∈ {h, f} and employment status e ∈ {0, 1} , where e = 1

indicates that the agent is currently employed in the LM, and e = 0 indicates that the agent is

unmatched in the LM. The value functions also depend on other state variables that are defined

below. Next, we describe the three consecutive markets in which workers and firms can trade.

The LM The labor market follows the framework proposed by Mortensen and Pissarides (1994).

Existing jobs are destroyed at an exogenous rate s. New firms enter the market by posting costly

vacancies, and cost C is denominated in terms of the CM good. Then, firms are randomly and

bilaterally matched with unemployed workers. The probability of an unemployed worker finding

a firm is given by λh = L(u, v)/u, where v is the measure of the vacancies posted by firms and

u is the unemployment rate. As is standard in the literature, the matching function L(u, v) has

constant return to scale such that λh = L(1, v/u). Similarly, the probability for a firm to meet

a worker is given by λf = L(u/v, 1). Once matched, the firm and the worker bargain over the

wage, and production takes place immediately afterward. For simplicity we assume that labor is

indivisible. The output in a match is denoted by y(k, 1), which can be simplified into y(k). The

firm then sells the output in the DM and/or CM, and the wage is paid in the CM. Existing firms

that get separated and those new firms that fail to fill their vacancies enter liquidation and sell
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their remaining capital stock (1− δ)k in the CM, where δ is the depreciation rate of capital goods.

The DM The specialized goods market is frictional. Firms and workers randomly search for

one another to trade the goods produced by firms. Employed firms that have produced output

y(ke) search for buyers to sell y or at least a fraction of it. Given that workers and firms face

market incompleteness and anonymity, and claims to capital can be easily counterfeited, a medium

of exchange is needed so that all trade is quid pro quo. We assume that both employed and

unemployed workers carry fiat money to finance their consumption. Upon a successful DM match,

the firm and the worker bargain over the terms of trade.6

The CM The frictionless and competitive market functions as a clearing and settlement market.

Several activities take place in the CM: Agents trade in the centralized (Walrasian) market for

consumption goods. Goods that are not sold in the DM are transformed and transferred to

the CM by firms that either searched without success in the DM or that found a match in the

DM but did not sell their entire inventory. Meanwhile, firms decide how much capital goods to

borrow from workers, and workers decide how much of their wealth to lend to firms as capital,

how much to consume in the CM, and how much to keep in the form of fiat money. The supply

and demand for capital equalizes on the Walrasian financial market, thus determining the market

rental rate on capital (r) in the economy. All payments due by firms to workers (wages, interests

and dividends) are also paid in this market. Access to the centralized market during each period

ensures the tractability of the model by causing the distribution of the money holdings of workers

to degenerate.

Next, we describe the optimization problems that workers and firms face in the three markets.

2.1 Workers

We first consider the problem of a representative worker. Given the sequential nature of our

environment, we solve the problem backwards.

The CM Problem

A representative worker, which we denote by h, with employment status e enters the CM with real

money balance z and financial assets a (capital that was loaned to firms in the previous CM). In

this market, the representative worker maximizes his utility by choosing the CM consumption, x,

the real money balance to be carried into the next DM, ẑ, and the supply of capital, â. Formally,

6Various assumptions can be made concerning price determination in the DM, including bargaining, price taking
and price posting with directed searches. We focus on bargaining in this study because it is simple and standard
in the monetary search literature.
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the representative worker’s problem is given by

W h
e (z, a) = max

x,ẑ,â

{
x+ (1− e)l + β Ûh

e (ẑ, â)
}

(1)

s.t. (1 + tx)x+ ẑ + â = e(1− th)w + (1− e)b+ ∆ + z + ϕ (1 + r) a+ τ − T,

where l is the utility of leisure, w denotes the real wage, b represents unemployment insurance

(UI) benefits, ∆ is dividend income from firm profits, and τ denotes lump-sum monetary transfers.

The government levies a lump-sum tax T , a labor income tax th, and a sales tax tx in the CM. ϕ

captures firms’probability to survive, which we subsequently solve.

The assumption of a quasi-linear preference allows the model to be analytically tractable.7

Notice that W h
e is linear: ∂W

h
e /∂z = 1 and ∂W h

e /∂a = ϕ(1 + r). Moreover, from (1), the optimal

choices of ẑ and â are clearly independent of z and a. As will be shown later, the utility function

of the worker is independent of his employment status, e. This makes the portfolio of ẑ and â

independent of e. As a result, every worker brings the same ẑ and â out of the CM.

The DM Problem

In the DM, agents trade in a decentralized market where they face anonymity and stochastic

trading opportunities. Once bilaterally matched, workers and firms bargain over the terms of

trade (q, d), where q and d represent the units of goods and the real dollars exchanged in this

market, respectively. For a worker entering the DM with real money balance z, assets a and

employment status e, his value function V h
e is given by

V h
e (z, a) = αh[u(q) +W h

e (ρz − ρd, a)] + (1− αh)W h
e (ρz, a). (2)

We multiply any real balances taken out of the DM by ρ to obtain their value in the CM, where

ρ = 1/(1 + γ), and γ is the inflation rate between this and the next CM. u(q) denotes the utility

that the worker obtains when consuming q goods in the DM. We assume that u(0) = 0, u′ > 0 and

u′′ < 0. αh is the probability of the worker meeting a firm and αh = M(B, S)/B, where B and S

denote the measure of workers and firms who are active in the DM, respectively. Matching function

M satisfies the usual assumptions, including constant returns, αh = M(Q, 1)/Q, where Q = B/S

is the DM tightness. We assume that M(Q, 1) is strictly increasing in Q, with M(0, 1) = 0 and

M(∞, 1) = 1, and thatM(Q, 1)/Q is strictly decreasing, withM(0, 1)/0 = 1 andM(∞, 1)/∞ = 0.

All workers participate in the DM, thus, B = 1. Firms that are matched in the LM (those with

7What complicates the analysis in monetary search models is the endogenous distribution of money holdings.
An alternative way to make money holdings degenerate was proposed by Shi (1997). In his model, the fundamental
decision-making unit is not an individual but a family with a continuum of agents. By law of large numbers, every
household brings the same amount of money balances. See Lagos and Wright (2005) for a detailed discussion of
these two approaches.
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e = 1) participate in the DM; thus, S = 1− u, where u is the unemployment rate. Therefore, the
matching probability can be written as αh = M(1, 1− u).

The LM Problem

Firms and workers search in a frictional labor market, as in Mortensen and Pissarides (1994). The

value function for a worker is constructed according to his employment status.

Uh
1 (z, a) = sV h

0 (z, a) + (1− s)V h
1 (z, a), (3)

Uh
0 (z, a) = λhV h

1 (z, a) +
(
1− λh

)
V h
0 (z, a), (4)

where s is the rate at which current jobs are destroyed, and λh is the probability for an unemployed

worker to find a job. Recall that these probabilities depend on u and v. For simplicity, we assume

that if a match is destroyed, a worker cannot gain employment until the next LM.

Given the sequential trade nature of this problem, the three value functions of a worker can

be collapsed into one Bellman equation. It is easy to show that after repeated substitution, we

obtain the following recursive problems:

W h
1 (z, a) =

I1 + z + ϕ(1 + r)a

1 + tx
+ β[sŴ h

0 (0, 0) + (1− s)Ŵ h
1 (0, 0)]

+ max{
ẑ,â

βα̂h[u(q̂)− ρ̂d̂

1 + tx
]− ẑ(1− βρ̂)

1 + tx
− â[1− βϕ(1 + r̂)]

1 + tx
}, (5)

W h
0 (z, a) =

I0 + z + ϕ(1 + r)a

1 + tx
+ β[λ̂

h
Ŵ h
1 (0, 0) + (1− λ̂h)Ŵ h

0 (0, 0)]

+ max{
ẑ,â

βα̂h[u(q̂)− ρ̂d̂

1 + tx
]− ẑ(1− βρ̂)

1 + tx
− â[1− βϕ(1 + r̂)]

1 + tx
}, (6)

where I1 = (1− th)w + ∆ + τ − T and I0 = b + l(1 + tx) + ∆ + τ − T . Note that the choice of ẑ
and â of the worker do not depend on employment status e.

2.2 Firms

Next, we consider the problem of the representative firm, which we denote by f.

The CM Problem

At the beginning of the CM, there are three different types of firms: employed firms (e = 1),

unemployed firms (e = 0) and new firms (e = n). An employed firm enters the CM with unsold

inventory x, cash receipts z and capital stock k. Note that z = 0 for firms that failed to trade

in the DM. In the CM, an employed firm clears inventory, adjusts its capital stock (repays old
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capital loans, and borrows new capital loans), and pays wages and dividends to workers. Since

carrying money is costly, firms do not need to carry money in either the LM or the CM. Thus, an

employed firm’s problem is given by

W f
1 (x, z, k) = max

k̂1

x+ z − (r + δ)k − w + βÛ f
1 (k̂1), (7)

where k̂1 is the firm’s demand for capital for the next time period.

An unemployed firm (an existing firm that got separated or a new firm that failed to fill the

vacancy in the LM) has no output to sell in the DM. Thus, the firm enters liquidation. The value

function of an unemployed firm is given by

W f
0 (k) = (1− δ)k − (1− δ)k = 0. (8)

We assume free entry of new firms: to post a vacancy in the LM, firms decide whether to pay

a real cost of C or not. New firms that decide to enter the labor market then choose the next

period’s capital stock (k̂n) to maximize their expected profits. Thus, their problems are given by

W f
n = max

{
0,−C + max

k̂n

βÛ f
n (k̂n)

}
. (9)

For now, we allow k̂1 and k̂n to be different as a general approach. Subsequently, we show that

existing and new firms choose the same amount of capital, i.e., k̂1 = k̂n.

The DM Problem

Firms with output y(k) enter the DM and try to sell q, where q ∈ [0, y(k)]. The residual y(k)− q
is transformed into x = ζ(y−q) units of the CM goods and sold in the subsequent CM with ζ ′ ≥ 0

and ζ ′′ < 0. The opportunity cost of a sale is defined as c(q) = y − ζ(y − q). The cost function
here captures the realistic feature that other than the costs of labor and capital, firms incur some

variable costs in production, and these costs are proportional to the firm’s output.

For an employed firm entering the DM with output y(k), the corresponding value function is

given by

V f
1 (k) = αfW f

1 [y(k)− c(q), ρd, k] + (1− αf )W f
1 [y(k), 0, k],

where αf = M(1/(1 − u), 1) is the probability of a firm meeting and trading with a worker in

the DM. Unemployed firms have no output to sell, so they directly advance to the CM. Their

corresponding value function is

V f
0 (k) = W f

0 (k).
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The LM Problem

Employed firms are separated from their workers at a rate s in the LM. Newly entering firms are

matched with unemployed workers at a rate λf such that

U f
1 (k) = sV f

0 (k) + (1− s)V f
1 (k),

U f
n (k) = λfV f

1 (k) + (1− λf )V f
0 (k).

Upon a successful LM match, firms immediately produce output using capital according to

y(k). After repeated substitution, the firm’s maximization problem can be simplified as follows

V f
1 (k) = y(k)− (r + δ)k − w + αf [ρd− c(q)] + max

k̂1

β(1− s)V̂ f
1 (k̂1). (10)

2.3 Government

The government records a balanced budget in each period. The government collects lump sum

taxes T from workers, consumes G, pays an unemployment benefit b to h with e = 0, and prints

money at rate γ such that M̂ = (1+γ)M . New money is injected as lump-sum transfers to workers

in the CM. The government budget constraint G+ bu+ τ = T + γM/p+ txx+ thw(1− u) holds

at every date.8 We always assume that γ > β, although we do consider the limit as γ → β, which

is the Friedman rule.

3 Capital, Goods and Labor Markets

In this section, first, we analyze workers’capital supply (â) and firms’capital demand (k̂e) deci-

sions. Then, we derive the optimal terms of trade (q, d) in the DM. Finally, we characterize the

equilibrium wage (w) workers receive in the LM.

3.1 Capital Market

Workers lend their capital to firms in a competitive Walrasian market. Depending on their employ-

ment status, workers’optimal capital allocation solves equations (5) and (6). It is straightforward

to show that the choice of how much capital to lend to firms, â, is identical across workers,

regardless of their employment status. The worker’s optimal decision is given by

βϕ(1 + r̂) = 1, (11)

8Sales taxes in the DM are omitted to streamline the presentation, but these taxes minimally affect the quanti-
tative results.
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which simply reflects that the real rental rate for capital, r, is such that workers are indifferent

to supplying capital to firms or not.9 Thus, capital is fundamentally priced. We subsequently

determine the value of ϕ.

Generally, firms’optimal decisions depend on their employment status, which is described by

equations (7) and (9). The corresponding first-order condition with respect to capital for employed

firms, k̂1, is given by

ŷ′(k̂1) = r̂ + δ, (12)

which is exactly the same as the standard neoclassical firms’capital demand function. Active

firms equate the marginal benefit to the marginal cost of acquiring capital. Similarly, new firms’

capital demand k̂n is given by

ŷ′(k̂n) = r̂ + δ +
∂ŵ

∂k̂n
. (13)

New firms must consider that when they meet an unemployed worker, they need to negotiate his

wages, which is captured by the term ∂ŵ/∂k̂n. Wage negotiation is irrelevant for employed firms

because they continue with their current wage contract until they face separation. In principle,

depending on the firms’employment status, their optimal decisions can be quite different.

In equilibrium, the capital market in CM clears, which requires that the total supply of capital

(â) to be equal to the total demand for capital (k̂1 and k̂n). Note that the demand for capital

originates from two types of firms: employed and new firms. The measure of employed and new

firms at the beginning of CM is (1−u)(1−s)+vλf and v̂, respectively. Hence, the market clearing

condition is given by

1× â = [(1− u)(1− s) + vλf ]k̂1 + v̂k̂n. (14)

3.2 Decentralized Goods Market

As mentioned earlier, all workers choose the same amount of real balances, ẑ, regardless of their

employment status, which is a direct result of having quasi-linear preferences. The corresponding

CM optimal decision is given by

α̂h

[
u′(q̂)

∂q̂

∂ẑ
− ρ̂

1 + tx

∂d̂

∂ẑ

]
=

1
β
− ρ̂

1 + tx
, (15)

which equates the expected marginal benefit of carrying one more unit of real balances (allowing

the worker to consume more DM goods) to the cost of holding money across periods. Note that to

determine the full marginal benefit, it is necessary to consider not only the additional goods that

an extra unit of real balances can purchase, ∂q̂/∂ẑ, but also how DM payments are affected by the

worker’s real money holdings, ∂d̂/∂ẑ. Next, we specify how DM terms of trade are determined.

9Workers would choose either â = 0 or â =∞ if condition (11) is not satisfied.
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Terms of Trade

Terms of trade in DM are determined by Kalai’s bargaining where the buyer receives a share,

θ ∈ (0, 1), of the total surplus and the seller obtains the remainder. Upon a successful match,

the buyer proposes a contract (q, d) to the seller, where q is the quantity of output, and d is

the corresponding transfer of real balances to the seller. Recall that the surplus for workers is

u(q) + W h
e (ρz−ρd

1+tx
) −W h

e ( ρz
1+tx

) = u(q) − ρd
1+tx

. Similarly, the firm’s surplus is given by ρd − c(q).
The optimal terms of trade solve the following problem

max
q,d

[u(q)− ρd

1 + tx
] s.t. ρd− c(q) =

1− θ
θ

[
u(q)− ρd

1 + tx

]
and d ≤ z. (16)

The resulting terms of trade depend on z if and only if the constraint d ≤ z binds. If it does

not, the buyer has suffi cient real balances to purchase the first best level of output, q∗, which is

implicitly defined by q∗ = arg maxq[u(q) − c(q)] > 0. In this case, the payment to the seller is

d = (1− θ)u(q∗) + θc(q∗). Note, however, that in any monetary equilibrium with positive nominal

interest rates, a worker will spend all of his cash holdings; thus, d = z.10 We focus on this situation

through out the remainder of the paper. Thus, the amount traded in DM, q, solves the bargaining

problem (16) with d = z, which we can write as follows:

ρz = g(q) ≡ θc(q) + (1− θ)u(q)

θ + 1−θ
1+tx

, (17)

We are now able to use our knowledge of the bargaining solution to solve the equilibrium in

the DM. Using equation (15), which defines workers’optimal choice of ẑ and then (i) inserting

d̂ = ẑ and ∂q̂/∂ẑ = ρ̂/g′(q̂) by virtue of (17), (ii) inserting the arrival rate α̂h = M(1, 1− û), and

(iii) imposing a steady state, we arrive at the following equilibrium condition:

1+γ
β
− 1

M(1, 1− u)
=
u′(q)

g′(q)
(1 + tx)− 1, (18)

which relates inflation and the unemployment rate. Notably, inflation has not only a direct effect

on unemployment through the nominal interest rate (1 + γ)/β − 1 but also an indirect effect

through the quantity consumed in the DM.11

10Intuitively, d = z follows from a simple arbitrage argument – why bring more money than you are ever going
to spend? Please see the Appendix for the proof.
11A similar expression can be found in Berentsen et al. (2011).
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3.3 Frictional Labor Market

In the labor market firms and workers meet according to a constant-to-return matching technology.

Upon a successful match, firms and workers bargain over the wage, w. The worker’s payoff

associated with being employed is V h
1 (z, a). When negotiating with a firm, a worker’s threat point

is to walk away, which has an associated payoff equal to V h
0 (z, a). Due to the linearity ofW h

e (z, a),

the worker’s surplus is given by

V h
1 (z, a)− V h

0 (z, a) =
(1− th)w − b− l(1 + tx)

1 + tx
+ β(1− s− λ̂h)[Ŵ h

1 (0, 0)− Ŵ h
0 (0, 0)],

while the firm’s surplus is given by

V f
1 (kn)− V f

0 (kn) = y(kn)− (r + δ)kn − w + αf [ρd− c(q)] + β(1− s)max
k̂1

V̂ f
1 (k̂1).

Let η denote the firm’s bargaining power. The equilibrium wage is determined by the following

bargaining problem:

max
w

[
(1− th)w − b

1 + tx
− l + A

]1−η [
y(kn)− (r + δ)kn − w + αf [ρd− c(q)] +B

]η
,

where A = β(1− s− λ̂h)[Ŵ h
1 (0, 0)− Ŵ h

0 (0, 0)] and B = β(1− s)max
k̂1

V̂ f
1 (k̂1). The solution to this

bargaining problem yields the following optimal condition

η

1− η =
1− th
1 + tx

y(kn)− (r + δ)kn − w + αf [ρd− c(q)] +B
(1−th)w−b
1+tx

− l + A
. (19)

After establishing the equilibrium wage, we can now determine the impact of bringing an

additional unit of capital to the match, which is given by

∂ŵ

∂k̂n
= (1− η)[y′(k̂n)− (r̂ + δ)].

Using this last expression, we can rewrite equation (13) as follows:

ŷ′(k̂n) = r̂ + δ, (20)

which reflects the fact that k̂1 = k̂n = k̂. In addition, the free-entry condition in the labor market

requires that

max
k̂n

βÛ f
n (k̂n) = C,

where C is the real cost that a new firm must incur to post a vacancy and enter the labor market.
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Inserting the steady-state value of Û f
n (k̂n), we can rewrite the free-entry condition as follows:

C =
βλf

1− β(1− s){y(k)− (r + δ)k − w + αf [ρd− c(q)]}, (21)

where we have imposed the conditions that kn = k.

Finally, the Beveridge curve allows us to express the equilibrium vacancies, v, in terms of the

unemployment rate, u. Thus, in equilibrium, the labor market must satisfy

L(u, v) = (1− u)s. (22)

Substituting the steady-state values of A and B into the wage equation (19) and rearranging, we

arrive at

[
η

1− β(1− s− λh)
+

1− η
1− β(1− s) ]w =

(1− η)

1− β(1− s){y(k)− (r + δ)k + αf [ρd− c(q)]}

+
η[ b+l(1+tx)

1−th ]

1− β(1− s− λh)
. (23)

4 Monetary Equilibrium

After describing the capital, goods, and labor markets, we can define and characterize the associ-

ated monetary equilibrium for this economy.

4.1 Equilibrium

Definition: Given monetary and fiscal policies ( γ, th, tx, T, b), a stationary monetary equilibrium
is an allocation of goods and inputs into production and prices (a, z, q, d, r, k, u, v, w) that are

consistent with workers’and firms’optimal choices and all markets clear.

Note that the labor market steady-state condition along with the fact that k1 = kn = k allows

the simplification of equation (14) into the following condition

a = (1− u+ v)k. (24)

The implied stationary monetary equilibrium resulting from our environment is characterized

by equations (11), (12), (17), (18), (21), (22), (23), (24), and d = z. Assuming that the production

function takes the form y(k) = kα, where α < 1. After repeated substitution, it is easy to show

that the stationary monetary equilibrium can be reduced to a system of two non-linear equations
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in terms of (u, q) as follows:

1+γ
β
− 1

M(1, 1− u)
=
u′(q)

g′(q)
(1 + tx)− 1, (25)

C

βλf
{1−β(1−s)+

(1− η)[1− β(1− s− λh)]
η

} = (1−α)kα+αf [g(q)−c(q)]− b+ l(1 + tx)

1− th
, (26)

where vacancy v is a function of unemployment u by the Beveridge curve, and k = y′−1{[1+v/(1−
u)][1/β− (1− δ)]}. Equation (26) combines the new firm’s entry condition (21) with the worker’s
optimal condition (11) and the fact that each firm rents a fraction k = a/(1− u+ v) of the total

investment made by the worker. At the end of the period, the total repayment that the worker will

receive is a[(1−u)(1 + r) +v(1− δ)]/(1−u+v). Thus, ϕ = [(1−u) +v(1− δ)/(1 + r)]/(1−u+v).

In what follows, we first examine the equilibrium relationship between u and q and examine

how inflation affects these two variables. Using these properties, we can determine the equilibrium

relationships among inflation, unemployment and capital resulting from equation (24). To simplify

the exposition, from here on, we refer to equations (25) and (26) as the DM and LM curve,

respectively.

Proposition 1 For γ ∈ (β, γ̄), the DM curve slopes downward in (u, q) space with u = 0 implying

q ∈ (0, q∗) and u = 1 implying q = 0. As γ → β, q → q̃ for all u < 1, where q̃ is independent of u,

and q̃ ≤ q∗ with q̃ < q∗, unless θ = 1.

The intuitions behind these results are exactly the same as those cited in Berentsen et al.

(2011): for higher values of u, there are fewer firms with output to sell in the DM; therefore, αh

decreases. The terms of trade may also be adversely affected for workers because the number of

firms selling consumption goods decreases. These effects are aggregated to reduce the demand

for real money balances z and thus to reduce the amount of goods traded q via the bargaining

solution.

The LM curve determines u by taking the value of money q as given. Here, we assume that

C[1 − β(1 − s)]/η < β{(1 − ω)Φ + g(q∗) − c(q∗) − [b + l(1 + tx)]/(1 − th)} because otherwise, it
would be too costly for firms to enter the labor market.12

Proposition 2 The LM curve slopes downward in (u, q) space. It shifts in with η and out with

C, s, b or l.

The intuition for this result is simple. There are two effects of an increase in u: first, firms and

workers are more likely to enter multilateral meetings, so λf increases and λh decreases; second, it

is easier for firms to compete in the DM, thus, αf increases. These two effects encourage the entry

12Φ ≡ {y′−1[ 1
β(1−tk) − 1 + δ]}ω.
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of firms. Thus, the equilibrium value of q must be reduced to ensure that the free-entry condition

holds.

Figure 2 maps the DM and LM curves in a box B = [0, 1] × [0, q∗] in (u, q) space. The inter-

section of these two curves determines the equilibrium unemployment rate (u) and the quantity

of DM goods traded (q), from which the supply of capital goods (a) can be easily recovered.

The DM curve enters B from the left at (0, q0), where q0 ≤ q∗, and it exits at (1, 0). Fur-

ther calculations confirm that the DM curve is concave in B. The LM curve enters B from the

top at (u0, q∗). If C[1 − β(1 − s)]/η < β{(1 − ω)Φ + g(q∗) − c(q∗) − [b + l(1 + tx)]/(1 − th)},
then it exits from the bottom at (u1, 0) (see the curve labeled LM1). In this case, a non-

monetary equilibrium exists at (u1, 0), and at least one monetary equilibrium also exists. If

C[1 − β(1 − s)]/η ≥ β{(1 − ω)Φ + g(q∗) − c(q∗) − [b + l(1 + tx)]/(1 − th)}, then the LM curve

exits B from the right at (1, q1). In this case, a non-monetary equilibrium exists at (1, 0), and

depending on the parameter values, monetary equilibria may also exist (see the curves labeled

LM2 and LM3). Generally, we do not have uniqueness. Monetary and non-monetary equilibria

may coexist.

Figure 2: Monetary Equilibrium
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Proposition 3 A stationary monetary equilibrium exists for γ ∈ (β, γ̄). If C[1 − β(1 − s)]/η <
β{(1−ω)Φ + g(q∗)− c(q∗)− [b+ l(1 + tx)]/(1− th)}, then at least one monetary steady state exists
where q < q∗ and 0 < u < 1. If C[1−β(1−s)]/η ≥ β{(1−ω)Φ+g(q∗)−c(q∗)− [b+ l(1+ tx)]/(1−
th)}, then a non-monetary steady state exists at (1, 0), and depending on the parameter values, a

monetary steady state may also exist. If the monetary steady state is unique, then an increase in

γ decreases q and increases u. Only a non-monetary equilibrium exists for γ > γ̄.

It is important to highlight that in a monetary equilibrium, an increase in inflation will not

affect the LM curve but will shift the DM curve toward the origin. Therefore, an increase in the
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rate of inflation causes a decrease in q and an increase in u. The prediction ∂q/∂γ < 0 simply

reflects the fact that inflation is a tax on cash-intensive activities. The result ∂u/∂γ > 0 challenges

the conventional view that the long-run Phillips curve must be vertical. Intuitively, agents reduce

their holdings of real balances as inflation increases, which reduces profits in the goods (retail)

market and in turn discourages entry and job creation. As a result, unemployment increases in

equilibrium. Once inflation exceeds γ̄, money becomes valueless, and agents are unwilling to hold

money. Hence, the DM shuts down, and q = 0.

4.2 Equilibrium Properties

After characterizing the monetary equilibrium, we focus our attention on the relationships among

inflation, unemployment and capital stock. Taking the derivative of equation (24) with respect to

γ yields mixed results

da

dγ
= (−∂u

∂γ
+
∂v

∂γ
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

extensive

margin

k + (1− u+ v)
∂k

∂γ︸︷︷︸
intensive

margin

. (27)

As we observe, the effect of inflation on capital accumulation is two-fold. First, unemployment

(vacancy) increases (decreases) with inflation, leading to a decline in the number of active firms

(1 − u + v). This effect on extensive margin is captured by the first term on the right hand side

of equation (27), which has a negative sign. Second, at the individual level, each firm’s capital

demand k increases with γ. This positive effect on the intensive margin is captured by the second

term. To understand this intensive margin effect, we assume that tx = th = 0, which allows the

worker’s first-order condition for â to be simplified as follows:

1 + r =
1

β
+

v

1− u+ v
(r + δ). (28)

Condition (28) is essentially the Euler equation with a novel part, i.e., the second term on the

right hand side, which captures the additional cost incurred by workers as a result of lending to

bankrupted firms. The measure of bankrupted firms is v = (1 − u)s + v(1 − λf ) and these firms
only return (1−δ)k to workers. Compared to the successful firms, workers lost (r+δ)k by lending

to bankrupted firms. Hence, the rental rate on capital that renders agents indifferent regarding

making investment should cover these additional costs. When inflation increases, u increases,

and v decreases. Both the denominator (measure of borrowing firms (1− u + v)) and numerator

(measure of bankrupted firms v) decrease. However, with reasonable parameter values we can

always show that d( v
1−u+v )/du < 0, suggesting that not only the total number of borrowing firms
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decreases but also the proportion of bankrupted firms decreases. Thus, workers face a smaller

risk of investment, and the required r decreases. As the rental rate of capital decreases, each firm

demands more capital. The overall effect on aggregate capital stock a is uncertain due to the

mixed effects on the extensive and intensive margins.

Proposition 4 For γ ∈ (β, γ̄), in equilibrium, an inverted U-shaped relationship exists between

inflation and capital. This relationship crucially depends on the level of inflation.

Figure 3: Inflation and Capital (Model)
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The intuition behind Proposition 4 is simple to convey. Unemployment (vacancy) is low (high)

at low levels of inflation, suggesting that a large number of active firms (1−u+v) exist. Therefore,

the positive effect on the intensive margin dominates, reflecting the upward-sloping section to

the left of γ∗ in Figure 3. The measure of active firms decreases as inflation increases. Once

inflation exceeds the threshold point γ∗, the size of active firms significantly decreases such that

the negative extensive margin effect dominates. Here, the relationship becomes negative, reflecting

the downward-sloping section of the curve to the right of γ∗.

5 Quantitative Analysis

This section quantifies the model and studies the effects of changes in inflation on capital accumu-

lation, unemployment, and consumption. To conduct this exercise, we first calibrate the model to

match several features of the U.S. economy. Then, the calibrated model is used to perform several

experiments. Although the predicted values do not match all actual movements, the relationships

generated by the model are very similar to the basic patterns observed in the data regarding the

relationships among inflation, capital, unemployment, and the real interest rate. We conclude that

monetary policy plays an extremely important role in long-run movements in these key macroeco-

nomic variables. We also find that in the baseline case, switching from the Friedman rule to 10%
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inflation increases the capital/output ratio by 13.2% (from 3.31 to 3.74), increases unemployment

by 27% (from 4.91% to 6.21%), and reduces aggregate consumption by −0.9%.

5.1 Parameterization

Following the macro-labor literature, the numerical analysis in this section uses the following

specifications. In the LM, the matching function is assumed to be N(u, v) = uv/(uφ + vφ)
1
φ .

Thus, the matching probabilities of firms and workers are as follows: λf = u/(uφ + vφ)
1
φ , and

λh = v/(uφ + vφ)
1
φ . In the DM, the utility function assumes the functional form of u (q) =

Aq1−ε/ (1− ε). The production function is y(k) = kα, where α < 1, and the transformation

cost function is c (q) = qω, where ω ≥ 1. The matching function in the DM is assumed to

be M (B, S) = BS/ (B + S). Thus, the matching probabilities of buyers (workers) and sellers

(firms) are as follows: αh = M (B, S) /B = (1− u) / (2− u) , and αf = M (B, S) /S = 1/ (2− u) .

Given these specifications, the parameters to be determined include the preference parameters

(β, A, ε, l), the matching function parameters φ, the technology parameters (C, s, δ, η, θ, α, ω),

and the policy parameters (b, th, tx, γ).

The model period is set to be one quarter. Regarding the preference parameters, the discount
factor β is set to 0.992 to match the annual real interest rate in the U.S., which is 3 percent.

We set the LM matching function elasticity parameter φ to be 1.25, which is the same value in

Petrosky-Nadeau et al. (2018). Regarding the technology parameters, the job separation rate

is s = 0.05, which is also used in Andolfatto (1996) and is within the range of the estimates

reported by Davis, Faberman, and Haltiwanger (2006). We set the depreciation rate of capital

to δ = 0.07, which is in the middle of the suggested range based on empirical surveys. Next, the

firm’s bargaining power in the LM η is set to 0.95, which is also used by Hagedorn and Manovskii

(2008). We set the worker’s share of trade surplus in the DM θ to 0.13 to match the retail markup

of 30% reported by Faig and Jerez (2005). Finally, the production function coeffi cient α is chosen

to match the capital’s share, which is 0.3 in our data, using the method described by Prescott

(1986); hence, α = 0.3. The curvature parameter ω in the cost function c(q) is set to 1.05. We also

conduct a robustness check by varying its value to 1.1. Regarding the policy parameters, following

Aruoba et al. (2011), we set the labor income tax, th, to 0.2 and the sales tax in the CM, tx, to

0.069. The inflation rate γ is the CPI inflation rate reported by the Federal Reserve Bank.

The calibrations of the two remaining parameters, i.e., the value of leisure l and UI benefits

b, are more controversial in the search literature. Shimer (2005) sets l = 0 and finds that the

unemployment rate is not responsive enough to changes in productivity. Alternatively, Hagedorn

and Manovskii (2008) argue that if this parameter is calibrated to match hiring costs, b+ l should

be set to 0.95, resulting in a response of unemployment to productivity that is more consistent

with the data. Since the effects of inflation on unemployment in our model are channeled through
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changes in firm revenue, we follow Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) and set b = 0.5 and l = 0.45.

Table 1

Parameter Values in the Calibration

Notation Parameter Value

β Discount factor 0.992

φ Elasticity of the LM matching function 1.25

s Separation rate 0.05

δ Capital depreciation rate 0.07

η Firm’s bargaining power in the LM 0.95

θ Worker’s share of trade surplus in the DM 0.13

α Capital share in y(k) 0.3

ω Curvature parameter in c (q) 1.05

b UI benefits 0.5

l Value of leisure 0.45

th Labor-income tax rate 0.2

tx Sales tax rate 0.069

Table 1 summarizes the parameter values used in the calibration. The remaining parameters

{A, ε, C} are calibrated to match the following targets, which are standard in the literature: (1)
the average unemployment rate of 0.06 in the sample, (2) the standard deviation of unemployment,

which is 0.0144, and (3) the average capital/output ratio of 3.54. Table 2 reports the calibrated

values of the parameters {A, ε, C}. The first column corresponds to the baseline calibration

described above. For robustness, we also present two alternative calibrations in the other columns.

In the first alternative, labeled Curvature, we set the curvature parameter in c(q) to 1.1. In the

second alternative, labelled Bargaining, we set η to 0.5 such that workers and firms have equal

bargaining power in the LM. It should be noted although these alternatives are arbitrarily set,

they are useful for illustrating how the results depend on the parameters.

Table 2

Calibrated Parameter Values

Notations Description Baseline Curvature Bargaining

A Level parameter in v (q) 1.1455 1.1997 1.1443

ε Curvature parameter in v (q) 0.1448 0.1044 0.1467

C Firm’s vacancy posting cost 9.6876e− 04 0.0011 0.001

5.2 Results

Using the calibrated parameters, we compute the equilibrium of the model when γ follows the

actual time series in the data. Table 3 summarizes the key calibration results in various cases. For
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comparison purposes, in the first column we report the targeted moments in the data. Clearly, the

model is very much in line with the data in terms of the key calibration targets across all three

specifications.

Table 3

Calibration Results

Calibrated Targets Data Baseline Curvature Bargaining

K/Y 3.54 3.54 3.54 3.54

u (%) 6 5.44 5.43 5.45

std(u) 0.0144 0.016 0.0159 0.015

Figure 4: U.S. - Inflation, Capital, Unemployment and Real Interest Rate (1958:Q1 - 2004:Q2)
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Using the baseline parameters, Figure 4 plots the actual (blue) and counterfactual (orange)

relationships among inflation, capital, unemployment, and the real interest rate. The relationships

generated by the model are very similar to the basic patterns observed in the data across all three

relationships. We conclude that monetary policy plays an extremely important role in the long-run

movements of capital stock, unemployment and real interest rates.

To further explore the quantitative implications of our model, we conduct two additional ex-

periments. First, we increase the long-run inflation rate, γ, from the Friedman rule (γ = β − 1,

which yields a zero nominal interest rate) to 10% (quarterly 2.5%). Table 4 reports the equilibrium

values of the DM traded output, unemployment rate, capital/output ratio and aggregate consump-

tion. Superscript 1 refers to the model under the Friedman rule, and superscript 2 refers to the

model with 10% inflation. We also report the corresponding % change observed from changing

the inflation rate.

Table 4

Experiment: From the Friedman Rule to 10% Inflation

q u K/Y Aggregate Consumption

Level % change Level (%) % change Level % change Level % change

(q1/q2) (u1/u2) (K/Y )1/(K/Y )2 (AC1/AC2)

Baseline 2.202/0.087 −96.0 4.905/6.214 26.7 3.308/3.744 13.2 1.21/1.199 −0.9

Curvature 2.102/0.098 −95.3 4.907/6.209 26.5 3.313/3.743 13.0 1.21/1.199 −0.9

Bargaining 2.174/0.089 −95.9 4.919/6.255 27.2 3.314/3.742 12.9 1.22/1.201 −1.6

Clearly, the results are fairly robust to the alternative calibrations as the various observables

are quite similar to each other. The model-predicted effects of inflation are qualitatively consistent

with their empirical counterparts. As inflation increases, q decreases sharply. Intuitively, inflation

is a tax on DM activity, and these results show that this tax is quantitatively very important

for q. Regarding welfare, the size of the DM is approximately 12% of the GDP; however, as

shown in Table, the welfare results are sizeable: increasing inflation from the Friedman rule to

10% is accounts for between 0.9% to 1.6% of consumption. Our estimate is higher than the earlier

estimates based on reduced-form models.13 Our interpretation of the welfare cost results is that

building monetary models with explicit micro foundations can make a significant difference in

quantitative analyses.

The second experiment we conduct explores the relationship between inflation and capital

stock. The U.S. data suggest that a positive relationship exists between these two variables.14

Through the lens of our model, over the last 40 years, the U.S. has faced the upward-sloping

section to the left of γ∗ as depicted in Figure 3. To determine when a monotonic relationship can

13Cooley and Hansen (1991) estimates that the welfare cost is significantly below 1%. Ireland (1994) reports
welfare number of approximately 0.67%. Lucas (1981) and Fischer (1981) find numbers between 0.3-0.45%.
14We refer the reader to Figures A1- A3 in the Appendix for more details.
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be observed in the U.S., we carry out a counterfactual analysis that determines the value of γ∗

and γ̄. Using the baseline parameters, we consider a counterfactual time series of the long-run

inflation rate such that γ ∈ (β − 1, 0.3), and compute the implied equilibrium for K/Y . Figure 5

plots the counterfactual relationship between inflation and capital.

Figure 5: Inflation and Capital (Counterfactual)
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As shown in Figure 5, γ∗ = 12% (annual inflation 57%) is the threshold at which the positive

relationship between inflation and capital becomes negative. Notably, when inflation exceeds

γ̄ = 20% (annual inflation 107%), agents do not participate in the DM, effectively shutting this

market down.

6 Conclusion

It is well known that the conclusions regarding the effect of inflation on the capital stock critically

depend on how money is modeled. Tobin (1965) shows that the effect is positive when fiat money

is viewed as an asset in an agent’s portfolio. In contrast, money growth reduces capital stock when

fiat money is not only an asset but also a medium of exchange through a cash-in-advance constraint

as in Stockman (1981). This paper develops a general equilibrium model with frictional markets

in which money is essential and finds that in the long run, an inverted U-shaped relationship

exists between inflation and capital. We argue that incorporating a frictional labor market into

the model generates novel insights into this classic issue. The non-linearity identified by our

framework reconciles the conflicting conclusions regarding the effect of inflation on capital stock

indicated by the existing theoretical literature and empirical findings. Our numerical analysis

suggests that we would have observed a similar non-monotonic pattern in the U.S. data if the

annual inflation in the U.S. exceeded 57% in recent history.

Regarding future work, it may be interesting to introduce financial intermediation into the

capital market or study the business cycle properties of the model. These aspects remain to be

explored in future research.
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Appendix

Data and Figures

Figures A1-A3 present the scatter plots and time series in the U.S. of the relationships between (1)

CPI inflation and the capital/output ratio (panel 1); (2) CPI inflation and the unemployment rate

(panel 2); and (3) CPI inflation and the real interest rate (panel 3). We consider data from Q1:1958

to Q2:2004 to exclude the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) due to its impact on the economy. The

measure of capital stock includes the following two types of capital: nonresidential structures, and

equipment and software. The real interest rate is calculated as the nominal interest rate on 91-day

U.S. Treasury bills minus the rate of change in the CPI. Given that U.S. quarterly capital stock

data are not available, we construct our measure of the capital stock using Gomme and Rupert

(2007) methodology.

Figure A: U.S. - Inflation, Capital, Unemployment and Real Interest Rate
(1958:Q1 - 2004:Q2)
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Panel 2: Inflation and Unemployment
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Panel 3: Inflation and Real Interest Rate
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To obtain cross-sectional evidence, we consider data from the World Economic Outlook Data-

base. Due to data availability, we use the investment/output ratio as a proxy for capital/output

ratio. Our sample includes 30 advanced economies and 19 countries from Latin America and

the Caribbean. We choose the year 1990 as some countries in Latin America and the Caribbean

experienced extremely high inflation (e.g., Ecuador’s inflation in 1990 was 48%).

Figure B: Inflation and Investment (1990)
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Proofs

Proof of Kalai bargaining problem in DM must satisfy d = z.

To ease the presentation we set tx = 0 in the following proof. The Kalai bargaining problem

in DM is

max
q,d

u(q)− ρd, (29)

s.t. ρd− c(q) =
1− θ
θ

[u(q)− ρd], and d ≤ z. (30)

The solution to (16) is

q =

{
ˆ
q if z < z∗

q∗ if z ≥ z∗,

d =

{
z if z < z∗

z∗ if z ≥ z∗,
(31)

where q̂ is the q that solves ρz = g(q), with

g(q) ≡ θc(q) + (1− θ)u(q),

and z∗ = g(q∗)/ρ, where u′(q∗) = c′(q∗). In words, if the buyer’s cash is at least z∗, the constraint

d ≤ z is not binding and he receives q∗ for z∗ dollars; otherwise, the constraint is binding and

he spends all of his money and to receives q̂. We can now use these results to solve the worker’s

maximization problem as follows:

max
ẑ

{
βα̂h[u(q̂)− ρ̂d̂]− ẑ(1− βρ̂)

}
(32)

The first-order-condition with respect to ẑ becomes

−(1− βρ̂) + βα̂h{u′[(q̂(ẑ)] ∗ q̂′(ẑ)− ρ̂d̂′(ẑ)} = 0.

Notice that u′[(q̂(ẑ)] ∗ q̂′(ẑ)− ρ̂d̂′(ẑ) is zero for all ẑ ≥ z∗ by (31). Hence, βρ > 1 implies that

the problem of choosing ẑ has no solution, because the objective function is strictly increasing for

all ẑ ≥ z∗. This result means that any equilibrium must satisfy βρ ≤ 1. Therefore, the minimum

inflation rate consistent with equilibrium is 1/ρ = 1 + γ = β, which is the Friedman rule. Given

βρ ≤ 1, the objective function in (32) is non-increasing in ẑ for ẑ ≥ z∗. The slope of the objective
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function in (32) as ẑ → z∗ from below is proportional to −(1− βρ̂) + βα̂hΣ, where

Σ =
u′(q∗)2

u′(q∗)2 + θ(1− θ)[u(q∗)− c(q∗)][c′′(q∗)− u′′(q∗)] − 1 (33)

is the worker’s marginal gain from bringing an additional dollar into DM evaluated at q = q∗.

Note that Σ ≤ 0 and the inequality is strict except when θ = 1. Thus, unless βρ = 1 and θ = 1,

the slope of the objective function in (32) as ẑ → z∗ is strictly negative, and therefore any solution

must satisfy ẑ < z∗. This completes the proof of the claim that d = z as long as we are not in the

extreme case of βρ = 1 and θ = 1.

Proof of Proposition 1. A differentiation of (25) with respect to the unemployment rate u
shows that dq

du
< 0 as long as u′(q)/g′(q) is monotone.

Proof of Proposition 2. A differentiation of (26) with respect to the unemployment rate u
shows that dq

du
< 0 as long as C[1−β(1−s)]/η < β{(1−ω)Φ+g(q∗)−c(q∗)− [b+l(1+tx)]/(1−th)}.

Proof of Proposition 3. A differentiation of (25) with respect to the inflation rate, γ, shows
that dq

dγ
< 0 for a given u. Both LM and DM curves are downward sloping. Given this result and

considering that any change in γ will not shift the LM curve, we infer that an increase in γ will

cause a decrease in q and an increase in u.

Proof of Proposition 4. A differentiation of equation (24) with respect to γ yields mixed
result

da

dγ
= (−∂u

∂γ
+
∂v

∂γ
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

< 0

k + (1− u+ v)
∂k

∂γ︸︷︷︸
> 0

.
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